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Introduction

• Numerical solutions of Dirac equation for bound states:

- Stability of variational techniques?

- Role of negative-energy continuum?

• Very accurate energies and wave functions with simple 

Lagrange-mesh calculations:

- Accurate energies, wave functions and matrix elements

for singular and non-singular potentials

• Very accurate results for the continuum?

- R-matrix method



The Lagrange-Laguerre mesh provides the exact energies 

and wave functions of the Dirac equation for a Coulomb 

potential with small numbers N of mesh points for any Z.

- Exact ground-state energy, wave function, mean radius 

for any Z with only two mesh points (N = 2).

- Accurate dipole polarizability of ground state (13+ digits): 

N = 6 for Z = 1 to N = 100 for Z = 100.

- Two-photon transition probabilities.

D. B., L. Filippin, M. Godefroid, Phys. Rev. E 89  (2014) 043305

L. Filippin, M. Godefroid, D. B., Phys. Rev. A 90  (2014) 052520
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Pedagogical example:
Dirac-Coulomb problem



Principle of R-matrix methods

Phenomenological

R-matrix

Nuclear physics

Resonances

Fit of cross sections

Calculable

R-matrix

Atomic physics

Nuclear physics

Many misconceptions !

Roman god Janus



Short history of R-matrix methods

Phenomenological R matrix

- Fit of resonances (Wigner and Eisenbud 1947)

- Fit of low-energy cross sections

- Mostly used in nuclear physics (Lane and Thomas 1958)

- Relativistic extension (Goertzel 1948) 

Calculable R matrix

- Numerical solution of Schrödinger equation

- Convergence problems → Buttle correction (1967)

- Use of Bloch operator (Bloch 1957)

- Mostly used in atomic physics

- Convergence problems due to use of a common boundary condition 

for all basis states → solved by bases without that constraint

- Relativistic extension (Chang 1975, Halderson 1988)

- Convergence problems

P. Descouvemont, D.B., Rep. Prog. Phys. 73 (2010) 036301



Calculable R matrix

Principle for Schrödinger equation:
Division of the configuration space into two regions at channel radius a

● internal region: r < a

expansion of solution of Schrödinger equation on [0,a] interval with 

N  (not necessarily orthogonal) basis functions

● external region: r > a

exact asymptotic expression for Coulomb potential Vc



Bloch operator

Bloch-Schrödinger equation

R matrix

Phase shift (independent of B !, weakly dependent on a if a large enough)



Contrary to some claims, the R-matrix method can provide

a simple and accurate description of the continuum of the 

Schrödinger equation. 

A controversy still exist about its accuracy for the Dirac equation

Present goal:

Derive an accurate calculable R-matrix method for the Dirac equation

To this end:

- Relativistic matrix Bloch operator (3 parameters)

- Use of bases without constraint at boundary

- No restriction on parameters of Bloch operator (contrary to literature)

Facultative simplification:

- Lagrange-mesh technique

- Very simple: no analytical calculation of matrix elements

- Very accurate

Applied to:

- Determination of phase shifts and scattering wave functions

- Determination of bound-state energies and wave functions



Dirac equation

Dirac spinor

Quantum numbers

Coupled radial equations

2 x 2 matrix radial Hamiltonian



Bloch – Dirac equations

2 x 2 Bloch operator (no derivative!)

Internal Bloch - Dirac equation

External Bloch - Dirac equation

Hermiticity over finite intervals



Solution in the external region: vanishing potential

Solution in the internal region: expansion over an orthonormal basis

No constraint imposed at r = a ! 

Continuum with R-matrix method:

Short-range potential



Internal Bloch-Dirac equation

Expansion on an orthonormal  basis  (             )

Matrix elements



R matrix and phase shifts for B = 0

Continuity

Auxiliary R matrix

Compatibility

R matrix

Phase shift (should be essentially independent of a)



R matrix for arbitrary B

Bloch operator

Auxiliary R matrix

Continuity

General form of R matrix

Utility?



N Lagrange functions          infinitely differentiable over (a,b)

associated with N mesh points xi, verifying two conditions.

(i) Lagrange condition:

→ Lagrange functions vanish at all mesh points but one

(ii) Gauss condition:

→ Gauss quadrature approximation is exact for products 

of Lagrange functions

Corollary: Lagrange functions are orthonormal



D. B., P.-H. Heenen, J. Phys. A 19 (1986) 2041
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Lagrange-mesh simplification



Regularized Lagrange-Legendre functions over [0,1]

N = 4

T. Druet, D.B., P. Descouvemont, J.-M. Sparenberg, Nucl. Phys. A 845 (2010) 88
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Lagrange-Legendre basis in internal region: 

Gauss approximation for potential

Lagrange-mesh ‘Hamiltonian + Bloch operator’ matrix

● No calculation of integrals → potential values at mesh points



Examples of phase-shift calculations

Square well

Exact R matrix

Woods-Saxon potential



Square well (a = 1, V0 = 4): Examples of choice of B

Simplest cases

E = 1 with N = 12



Square well: Examples of convergence

κ = -1 (s1/2)



Woods-Saxon potential

Potential from Halderson 1988

E = 49.3 MeV

- Stable results

- Fast convergence with respect to N

- Slower convergence with respect to a



Bound states with R-matrix method

Ni basis functions in the internal region: 

Ne basis functions in the external region:

Internal matrix equations

External matrix equations



Matrix elements



External non-linear equations

Internal non-linear equations

External auxiliary R matrix

Resolution by iteration



Example: Ground-state of Coulomb potential for Z = 1

Fast convergence with respect to Ni and Ne for both a values

Lagrange-Legendre functions in internal region

Lagrange-Laguerre functions in external region

- No need for analytical expression 

- No need for evaluation of matrix elements



Example: potential – erf(r) / r

Comparison with Lagrange-Laguerre calculation on (0,∞)



Conclusion

R-matrix description of Dirac continuum

- Fast convergence

- Accurate phase shifts 

- Wave functions available

- Extension to the Coulomb case possible but more 

complicated asymptotic expressions

R-matrix description of Dirac bound-states

- New approach with internal and external R-matrices

- Iteration 

- Accurate bound-state energies

- Wave functions available

- No restriction on potential

D.B., Phys. Rev. A 92 (2015) 042112



Lagrange-Laguerre mesh overLagrange-Laguerre mesh over

Lagrange-Laguerre functions



Lagrange-Laguerre basis in external region:

- scale parameter h to be adjusted

Lagrange-mesh ‘Hamiltonian minus Bloch operator’ matrix

● No calculation of integrals → potential values at mesh points



Ground state of hydrogenic atoms with N = 2

4 x 4 Lagrange-mesh Hamiltonian matrix

Its third eigenvalue gives the exact energy for any Z.

The corresponding eigenvector gives the exact wave function.



Exact 3rd eigenvalue

3rd eigenvector

 exact radial components

Exact mean value with Gauss quadrature


